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If you experience technicial 
difficulties, click the raised hand 
icon at the left of the 
GoToWebinar Control Panel.



To submit questions and 
comments, type in the text box, 
then click Send.



To download the webinar’s 
slideshow or the brief bios 
for the panelists and 
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document link in the 
Handouts section of the 
GoToWebinar Control 
Panel.
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Indie Author Day at 
New Hanover County 

Public Library



It is the mission of Indies Unlimited to celebrate independent authors; to help 
them build their followings; to provide a platform for members of the 

independent author community to share and exchange ideas, knowledge, 
expertise and frustrations; and, for readers and reviewers to become exposed 

to the amazing depth and array of talent in the indie community.

www.indiesunlimited.com



The Library vs. Indie Author Stigma

● There is no versus

● Libraries are learning

● Writers can be introverts



Benefits to Getting Books into Libraries

● Foster reading in young and old

● Local name recognition

● Library event participation



So how can indie authors, who tend to be 
introverts, get past the perceived 

roadblocks set up by libraries?

Indie Author Day!





BookLife is Publishers Weekly's website dedicated to indie authors. BookLife 
taps the experience, integrity and authority of Publisher’s Weekly to help indie 
authors achieve their publishing goals.  

● It offers professional tips, insights and strategies for creating and 
marketing books.

● It allows indie authors to connect and share. 

● And it provides a FREE and easy way to submit self-published books for 
review consideration in Publishers Weekly.

booklife.com



BookLife’s Carl Pritzkat 
at Indie Author Day, 2016
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Thank you for attending today’s webinar.

You will receive an email notification when it is available
to be viewed on-demand within several days.

For more information about Indie Author Day, visit

indieauthorday.com


